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 Tibetan plant which Mr. Hemsley has named Cremanthodium
 Deasyi (Werneria nana, Benth.; Senecio Clarkeanus, Franch.;
 etc.) Werneria is almost exclusively an Andine genus, with
 perhaps a scanty representation in the Atlantic and Abyssinian
 regions of North Africa; and in any case we should follow Mr.
 Hemsley in excluding the iLigularia nana' of Decaisne from
 Werneria ; but the very remarkable villous tufts on the segments
 of the disc-florets of the E. Tibetan plant suggest the propriety of
 placing it in a genus by itself though near to Cremanthodium, or
 -if that must be merged in Senecio-then between Senecio,
 (section Cremanthodium) and Tussilago. The name refers to
 these appendages which resemble ermine tufts on a mantle or
 tippet.

 XIX.-ALPINE NOTES FROM SIKKIM.

 (With Plate.)

 Mr. I. H. Burkill, Reporter on Economic Products to the
 Government of India, paid an autumn visit to Phallut in 1906 in
 search of Aconite tubers. The following extracts from a letter
 recently received from him give particulars of the interesting
 country through which his route lay. The accompanying plate
 has been prepared from two photographs sent with the letter.
 The upper view shows a group of trees of Rhododendron arboreum,
 Smith,rwith, in the foreground, part of an alpine meadow filled
 with an Iris, probably L Clarkei, Baker. The lower view shows
 a group of trees of Abies Webbiana, Lindl.; in the distance is
 seen the Sandakphu ridge; the open glade in front is occupied
 by Aconitum spicatum and a hybrid Aconite, A. spicatum x
 laciniatum.

 "Calcutta, 15th October, 1906.

 "I found my second trip to Phallut interesting and agree-
 "able . . . One result is the few enclosed seeds. You will
 "note that there are three packets of Impatiens seed ; 27688 is
 "undoubtedly I. radiata, I send its seed because of the cleistogamy
 "of its latest flowers. I think that the other two are I. longipes
 "and I. stenantha, and if Sir Joseph Hooker could see them alive
 "the great general similarity yet with conspicuous differences
 "would interest him.

 " It is very desirable that species of Impatiens should be figured
 "from life; dead, the difficulty of discriminating them is
 "increased a thousandfold. The seed labelled I. stenantha is of
 "a plant with red speckles on the yellow flower which run
 "together into blotches on the spur, while the I. longipes is pure
 "lemon yellow. Both are the same size, and equally oblique-
 "flowered, but the spur of ' stenantha ' turns up at the tip and the
 "spur of 'longipes' does not. The flowers on 'stenantha' are
 "far more abundant than on ' longipes ', the leaves denser and the
 "pods a little thicker. I had some difficulty in getting ripe seed,
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 "In the Corydalis packet are seeds of three species; the
 "common yellow one of Phallut; the very similar white one of
 "beyond Phallut; and one which has no leaves on its flowering
 "stem. In the last I have little interest, but it is very pretty.
 "With the two first when they grow together is a tawny-flowered
 "similar plant and I wondered if the two could hybridise to form
 "the tawny-flowered plant. I have botanical specimens which
 "will enable me to name the plants.

 " The last packet is of the Viola of Tonglu. Hooker in Hooker's
 "Journ. Bot., vol. ii., 1850, p. 118, and Clarke in the Linnean
 "Society's Journal, vol. xv., p. 132, mention it without a name.
 "I have not seen flowers, but I collected the seed because these
 "Violas want figuring from nature. The angle at which the
 "lateral petals stand, and the position of the upper ones, in a
 "moment distinguish two species that from herbarium material
 "were united in the Flora of British India.

 "Now that I have explained what has made me send these
 "seeds I will go on to the trip. I had a halt of one day at
 "Sandakphu where my coolies collected for me Aconitum
 " laciniatum and A. laciniatum x spicatum; but the halt gave me
 "no time for botanising as I had to go out with the coolies and to
 "indicate every root that was to be dug up and into which basket
 "it should go. Then I had two days' halt at Phallut. On the
 "first I went in the rain to the top of Singlela, having sent my
 " coolies out in two parties, one to hunt A. heterophylloides and the
 "other to dig up all there was at an indicated spot on Sabarkum.
 " On the second day, as the coolies had brought me in A. spicatum
 " and not A. heterophylloides, I was obliged to go out with them
 "again Fortunately my Lepcha bearer-sirdar proved his
 "value by going off in another direction and bringing me in just
 "what I wanted, so I returned with six cooly loads of roots.

 "The weather gave me morning views-up to 8 a.m.-on more
 "than half of the days out, and only drenched me twice, so that
 "I have not to complain of it. The season was late and I was
 "early-my other visit was in the middle of October, so that I saw
 "the plants in flower that I had only seen dead before. Sandak-
 "phu was covered with flowering Aconitum spicatum. The lilac
 "Asters in the grass of Sebarkum were not all over. There
 "were lots of white Umbellifers on Phallut and Corydalis in
 "quantity beyond. Meconopsis paniculata was not wholly over.
 "Two Pedicularis were still out. Saxifraga diversifolia, which
 "is everywhere, was only just at full flower, and two other yellow
 "Saxifrages were not quite over. Even Potentilla fruticosa had
 "a few flowers on it. But Phallut and Singlela were red with the
 "autumn leaves of an Euphorbia and beyond Sandakphu the
 "beginning of the end of the season was obvious.

 '* I amused myself by the wayside making flower pollination
 "notes and am now writing up a short paper. Two things come
 "out strongly; 1, there is not a tree in flower in autumn up there,
 "but there are very many herbaceous plants; and 2, an unusual
 "proportion of the flowers face the earth, e.g., the Rosae, the
 "Heliotrope-set, Triplostegia-in which one would not expect
 "earth-facing species, and things like Crawfurdia, the Aconite,
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 "Satyrium, Impatiens. I think they would all 'like to go into
 "' the ark for to get out of the rain.'

 "I got two diminutive Utricularias in moss, one at Jorpokri
 "(lilac) and one on Sabarkum and the summit of Singlela (white).
 "I found plenty of my Swertia tonglensis on Tonglu and
 "Kalipokri. I found a new form at Jorpokri, something like S.
 "Dalhousieana but not it.

 " The bees I collected visiting flowers I cannot name. It strikes
 "me that they are very ill known. A very handsome yellow-
 "ringed fellow goes to Impatiens arguta. Aconite is much
 "visited by them. The long-tubed Composites get the visits of
 "the long-tongued flies of the genus Vollucella. I caught one of
 "these flies and measured its tongue, which stretched to 22 mm.;
 "most likely the insect can suck honey from a tube 18 mm. long
 " which is just what the largest Bombus hortorum can do in
 "England. The bees of Sikkim go to work in the rain, which
 "is what English bees do not."

 XX.-REDUCTIONS OF THE WALLICIIIAN HER-
 BARIUM.-II. GESNERACEAE.

 C. B. CLARKE.

 GESNERACEAE.

 407. Wulfenia obliqua, Wall. (2 sheets) = RHYNCOGLOSSUM

 OBLIQUUM, Blume, .var. PARVIFLORA, C. B. Clarke.
 408. Wulfenia intermedia, Wall. (2 sheets) =RHYNCOGLOSSUM

 OBLIQUUM, Blume.

 409. Wulfenia Notoniana, Wall. (1 sheet) = KLUGIA
 NOTONIANA, A. DC.

 777. Didymocarpus punduana, Wall. (1 sheet), is good.

 778. Didymocarpus Rottleriana, Wall. (3 sheets), is good.

 779. Didymocarpus crinita, Jack (1 sheet), is good.

 780. Didymocarpus frutescens, Jack (2 sheets), is good.

 781. Didymocarpus cordata, Wall. (1 sheet), is good.

 782. Didymocarpus subalternana, Wall. (2 sheets), is good.

 783. Didymocarpus macrophylla, Wall. (3 sheets), type sheet is
 good; sheet 784 /3 = DIDYMOCARPUS PEDICELLATA,
 R. Br.; sheet 784 y is good.

 785. Didymocarpus aromatica, Wall. (1 sheet), the chief part
 is good. The example in late fruit, in the right hand
 lower corner of the sheet, marked by D. Don in his own
 hand as the type of his D. plicata, is D. MACROPHYLLA,
 Wall. (as stated by R. Br.).
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